PROFILE

EXECUTIVE CONNECT

INFRA EXPERT

Rahul Shah, COO, Urban Infrastructure, Tata Projects Ltd is responsible for the performance
of the Urban Infrastructure Business Group –a division which comprises of projects such as
elevated and underground metros, tunneling, bridges, expressways, ports, hydro, residential
and commercial buildings and smart cities. In his previous assignments, Rahul has handled
business development, marketing, and also served as CEO on the Board of a large renewable
energy company in the Tata group. He also represents Tata Projects’ interests as nominee
Director on Boards of subsidiary and JV companies, as well as a listed company in the Tata
group. Rahul joined Tata Group through the Tata Administrative Service in 1990 after completion of MBA from Symbiosis Institute
of Business Management, Pune. He has held several challenging assignments in different Tata companies spanning the media,
telecommunications, power, and construction sectors, during his 29 years with Tata group.

REALTY STAR

Hardik Agrawal, CEO & Director, Radha Madhav Developer is a visionary who started early
in his life- at the age of mere 17 years!. A PGP-FMB from SPJIMR institute, Mumbai, he has
accomplished various summer courses at the London School of Economics. Hardik is a
visionary and a true inspiration for many. He is a strong advocate that values like transparency
and honesty imbibed in his company from the grass root level to the top hierarchy. He has a
dream of providing fine quality homes at affordable prices. With one recently completed near
Nagpur, he is not going to stop with just one success.

INDUSTRY VETERAN
Udaya Bhaskar Rao Abburu, CEO & Managing Director, iRam Technologies oversees the
overall business strategies, investment, finance and supply chain management at the
company. A dynamic leader with in-depth technical knowledge Uday mentors and guides the
senior management with his keen insight. An industry veteran with over 28 years of experience,
Uday has worked in the telecommunication industry in leadership, sales, project management,
design & development, testing & product evaluation roles. He has worked in India and US with
leading corporates like Samsung Telecom, Ericsson, Metro-Optix, DELL, ADVA Optical to name a
few. Udaya holds a bachelor’s degree in Electronics Engineering from Nagpur University.

ALL ROUNDER
Tiru Kulkarni, President Geo-Synthetics Division, Garware Technical Fibres Ltd, has over two
decades of extensive understanding of the global geo synthetic industry and brings forth
robust experience in project management, turnkey solutions along with P&L focus. A Board
Member of IGS (India) chapter, he has authored various technical papers in national and
international fora. Kulkarni’s ambition is to make Garware the preferred partner for niche geosynthetic applications globally. He has worked in various capacities in L&T and Maccaferri
Group. Currently Kulkarni heads the Geosynthetics Division of Garware with overall P&L
responsibility for the Division. Kulkarni is a Bachelor’s Degree in Civil Engineering from Mumbai University and post-graduation
in Construction Management from NICMAR, Pune.
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